Other therapies for BPH patients: desmopressin, anti-cholinergic, anti-inflammatory drugs, and botulinum toxin.
The usual treatments of benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) including the alpha-blockers, the inhibitors of the 5-alpha reductase and the phytotherapy drugs allow significant improvements of the lower urinary tracts symptoms (LUTS). However, some patients are not responders or have side effects due to the treatments. Other therapeutic approaches described in the literature are possible in order to alleviate the LUTS. The anti-cholinergic drugs seem to be efficient against the irritating symptoms even if they are supposed to be contra-indicated when there is BPH. Anti-diuretic hormone could be useful to treat nocturia due to diuresis reversal. Inflammation is a part of the underlying mechanisms of BPH and as such the role of the anti-inflammatory drugs has to be revised. Eventually, botulinum toxin is more and more used for patients with neurological bladder and could also have a role in LUTS. If the coming clinical studies on those different treatments confirm the preliminary results, the learning societies in charge of the guidelines would have to update the decision trees by adding these new therapeutic approaches.